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Program:

Contrexeville a charming town, proud of its architecture,
and full of romanticism. From the blue hues of its colonnades, to the golden color of the icons in the Orthodox
chapel, the spirit of the place creates an appealing atmosphere.
Nature has been generous with this plain of the Vosges.
The natural water that springs from the earth has qualities
known since Roman times.
LIVING LANGUAGE TRAVEL and Doc’Langues
invite you to enjoy the great outdoors and relaxing settings: 12 hectares of lake site.; ideal for fishing, walking,
picnics or sports activities or just relaxing.
Around Contrexeville, 15,000 hectares of state-owned
forest offer numerous hiking trails to explore the wealth
of this heritage.
A few miles from Contrexeville, the legendary forest of
Darney still harbours Celtic and Gallo-Roman ruins. You
will experience truly idyllic moments in the hundred-year
old oak woodland. it is 240 km long. Its towpath provides a
scenic

route for walking and cycling. Nowadays the Canal
du Midi is totally dedicated to leisure boating.



15 hours of French classes



The classes are held in the morning after breakfast.
The first day includes an evaluation to determine your
level, establish learning objectives, and discuss the
general course of the program



The teaching method is based on communicational
proficiency.



You will have a learning partner from a different level
to challenge you or to be challenged by you.



You will work on a project: a short play or a short
movie. ( a camera is recommended)



The outdoor activities will be related with the content of the course (riding a horse, vocabulary around
horses and outdoor activities). Real documents: TV
shows, broadcasts, newspaper articles will familiarize
you with the language immersion.



You will have the opportunity to integrate the language to sports, creativity and the exchange of your
experiences during the day. You will learn more than
the language with a reflection on the French culture
and the way of thinking



Emphasis will be placed on the pronunciation and
intonation through drama exercises and the Silent
Way Method.



Cultural research will be proposed throughout the
visits and with your contact with the historic monuments.

In the afternoon and weekend…
Different educational and cultural activities will be proposed by the instructor.
A visit to Nancy and its historical square, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site, and to Saint
Jeanne of Arc’ birthplace… In Paris discover
places that are uncommon for tourists such as
Montmartre, museum of arts et métiers,
Beaubourg, restaurant Chartier...

Experience some of France natural resources,
and combine language learning with a health
program: spa, hot springs, drinkable water right
from the source rich in calciferous and magnesium
sulphated elements, (a dietetic menu can also be
proposed by the hotel’s restaurant in Contrexeville
for no extra charge, and free access to the hotel’s
hot spring swimming pool) go hiking, swimming,

bike riding, or just enjoy the beautiful natural
scenery.

Price:
Starting at $3110
This price is based on double occupancy and
includes 15 hours of French classes, the evaluation, lodging, full board, and transportation
from Paris to Contrexeville by train and vice
versa and from as to more than six cultural
activities.

